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Why You Need
To Know
About
Newsletter
Sponsorships

With the rising trend of social media, it might feel like

newsletters are being put on the back burner -

especially when it comes to branded content. Let’s take

a deep dive into newsletter sponsorship to put a

magnifying glass on newsletter sponsorship success. 

Recent newsletter industry benchmarks revealed that

the average open rate across all industries was 22%.

That means that if you’re looking for a campaign to

spark brand awareness alone, you’re well on your way to

being seen with just one zap of a newsletter send. This

data is in comparison to a fraction of that percentage for

your Facebook audience. 



How Many
Brands Are
Sponsoring
Newsletters?

Thanks to a range of new algorithms and updates,

newsletters sponsorship is more than just a stab in the

dark. 

By taking a closer look at newsletter sponsorship on our

platform, it’s clear to see that this format of sponsorship

has picked up in recent years. With over 5,000 major

brands dabbling in newsletter sponsorship, a quick

glance shows that a vast majority of those relationships

began in the past 3 to 4 years. Clearly, this is an industry

that is growing.



About 
Thought
Leaders

ThoughtLeaders offers both brands and creators a

powerful marketing intelligence tool and branded

content ad network rolled into one. Our sponsorship

intelligence platform collates data scraped from 10

million content pieces every day to analyze the ever-

growing world of branded content, and find the best

thought leaders to represent your brand.

Visit thoughtleaders.io to learn more.

https://www.thoughtleaders.io/?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=Streamy_Awards


About 
Sponsorship 
Intelligence

Sponsorship intelligence is the power that fuels our

company. We are data junkies, and luckily we have

access to a lot of it: we're tracking 45k+ brands and

50k+ content creators. 

All that data means we can show you what brand is

sponsoring where, give you an overview of their

entire content strategy and even show you which

creators have performed best for each campaign. 

All this information allows you to avoid testing

channels that don't work, and learn from your

competitors successes and failures.



A first glance at the top 25 brands in

Newsletter Sponsorship reveals that

there is a huge range of industries

clamoring to feature on newsletters!
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Unsurprisingly, the biggest industry players in
the newsletter sponsorship are Business and
Technology. 

Close behind the big players is Marketing,
Lifestyle, and Entrepreneurship.

Coming in small but still surprising in the
newsletter sponsorship space are the
Gaming, Travel, and Entertainment industries!

Usually, we would have expected personal
finance to be bigger, however many of the
personal or D2C sponsorship angles are not
often targeted on newsletter sponsorships. 
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The categories with the highest
number of mentions are Marketing,
Lifestyle, Design, Technology,
Business and News & Politics. 

The surprising content area that
may be unforeseen here is the
Design category with almost 10% of
mentions coming from this industry. 

However, when you take into
consideration that this industry has
a lot of overlap with the Tech
industry, the results are more
digestible.
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Business Thought Leaders take the lead in
newsletter sponsorship at 19% of the Thought
Leaders in the newsletter industry coming from
this category. 

Next up, although nowhere near as big of a bite,
comes the Tech vertical followed closely by the
Lifestyle category. 

Perhaps one of the more interesting revelations
here is the amount of Thought Leaders who fall
under the General Knowledge category. As a
rule of thumb, these Thought Leaders appear in
the YouTube space more than anywhere else,
so it’s refreshing to see them breaking into the
newsletter space too!
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Newsletters in a nutshell

business
biggest category in newsletter sponsorship

The industries where newsletter mentions contribute to the largest
proportion of overall mentions include

marketing, business, technology, lifestyle, design and news&politics 
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The industry where newsletter
sponsorship is the most suprising is

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  

6.1%
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with sponsoring brands such as



The Hustle - 
Case Study

A daily email with a handful of the
important stories in business, tech,

and culture that you should
probably know.

over 1M
subscribers

650,000
impressions per email

with sponsoring brands such as



Conclusions
From the sponsorship data we gathered on

newsletters, it is clear that for the most part,

there are predictable players in the game such

as the Business, Marketing and Tech

induestries. 

That being said, the fact that there are

admittedly smaller but still succesful industries

dipping their toes in the newsletter sponsorship

space tells us that newsletter sponsorsip is

gaining steam and for good reason. 



Our take We can safely confirm our suspiscion that this format

of sponsorship has picked up in recent years and

shows no signs of slowing down!

It is by no means a forgotten sponsorship strategy and

at ThoughtLeaders we have the data to help your

newsletter sponsorship be more than a game of luck or

guessing game.

To learn more, head to our website and search for

ANY BRAND to learn more about what formats and

creators they are sponsoring.

https://www.thoughtleaders.io/advertiser-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=podcast_report


Want to 
learn more?

Follow us on Linkedin for regular
brand insights

Sign up to our newsletter to be the first
to hear about new industry reports

Book a demo today to see 

Sponsorship Intelligence in action!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/13468475
https://www.thoughtleaders.io/newsletter?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=Streamy_Awards
https://www.thoughtleaders.io/advertiser-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=podcast_report
https://www.thoughtleaders.io/advertiser-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=podcast_report
https://www.thoughtleaders.io/advertiser-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=CTA&utm_campaign=podcast_report


Thanks for reading!

GET IN TOUCH:
INFO@THOUGHTLEADERS.IO


